
Loving and 
Understanding the 
Word of God 
Seminar
Loving.  Reading.  Sharing.  
Growing.  Leading. 



In our last lesson we tried to show you that the Bible 
is the most unique book in the world.  There is no 
other book like the Holy Bible in all of history.  We also 
read many verses from the Bible to show us what the 
Bible says about itself.  

But the Bible is a very old book.  The God of the 
Universe moved upon certain men to start writing the 
Bible more than 3,500 years ago!  That’s a long time!  
How do we know that what God told them to write is 
the same in our Bible nowadays like it was 3,500 ago 
when God told them to write it down? 



How do we know the men who wrote didn’t write 
their own ideas?  How do we know the men in 
generations after the original writings wrote the same 
as the original and didn’t make mistakes?  How do we 
know the stories about The Creation of All Things, The 
Garden in Eden, The Temptation of Adam and Eve by 
the Serpent, Cain and Abel, Noah and the Tower of 
Babel are true?  Who was alive at that time to write it 
down and pass it on from one generation to another 
generation? 



How do we know 
the Bible is the Word 
of God?
This is what we believe:
2 Timothy 3:16-17
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for 
teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in 
righteousness, 17 so that the servant of God may be 
thoroughly equipped for every good work

2 Peter 1:16
For we did not follow cleverly devised stories when 
we told you about the coming of our Lord Jesus 
Christ in power, but we were eyewitnesses of his 
majesty.



2 Peter 1:19-21
We also have the prophetic message as something 
completely reliable, and you will do well to pay 
attention to it, as to a light shining in a dark place, until 
the day dawns and the morning star rises in your 
hearts.20 Above all, you must understand that no 
prophecy of Scripture came about by the prophet’s own 
interpretation of things. 21 For prophecy never had its 
origin in the human will, but prophets, though human, 
spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy 
Spirit



A.  In the beginning 
mankind didn’t 
know how to write.

B.  The stories in the 
Book of Genesis 
were passed on 
verbally from one 
generation to 
another



But because they lived for such a long time during those 
days it only took 4 people to pass the information from 
Adam to Abraham (about 2,000 years):

Adam to Methusela to Noah to Shem 
(Noah’s son) to Abraham.

Adam   0 - 930

Methuselah  687 to 1656

Noah  1056 to 2006

Shem   1558 to 2158

Abraham  2008 to 2183



Abraham would tell the 
stories from Adam to Noah 
to his son Isaac and Isaac 
would tell his son, Jacob 
and Jacob would tell his 12 
sons, including Joseph.  
Joseph would tell his sons 
until Moses.  

After Moses the Israelites 
would write everything in 
their holy books.



So all the stories of the 
Bible in Genesis and up to 
the time of Moses, (about 
1,400 years) were told in 
stories from one person to 
another person.  It would 
take only 10 people to get 
the story of Creation, Adam 
and Eve, Garden of Eden, 
Promise of the Savior, Cain 
and Abel, Tower of Babel 
and the story of Abraham 
and his descendants. 



After being verbally 
communicated from the 8 – 10 
people from Adam to Moses the 
Bible was written down in the 
Hebrew and Aramaic Languages, 
but mostly Hebrew.  God told 
Moses to write down everything 
God said.  Exodus 17:14 and 
Exodos 34:27.  We see the result of 
what Moses wrote in the Bible 
Books of Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy.  



How did Moses receive the stories that 
occurred during the Book of Genesis:

• God revealed it to him.

• Adam told Methuselah, Methuselah told Noah, Noah told his 
sons, his sons told Abraham, Abraham told his sons.  Joseph 
had the information.

• Moses had books available to him (Genesis 5:1)

• Joseph had a high role in Egypt and had resources to write 
the history of his family and their descendants.  Moses lived 
300 years after Joseph but also had a high position in Egypt 
and had access to these written records from Joseph.  In fact, 
Moses knew that Joseph had commanded his bones be 
carried from  Egypt to The Promised Land.  This shows that 
there was information available to Moses from Joseph even 
though Joseph lived 300 years before Moses.  Genesis 50:25.  
Exodus 13:19.  Joshua 24:32.  



The Israelites were a 
writing people.  They 
believed their history and 
the words of the prophets 
were the Words of the 
Living God, therefore, 
they were very careful 
about writing exactly 
what was spoken or what 
occurred.  They began 
writing their Holy Books 
from about 1450 B.C. to 
400 B.C.  



These writings were 
copied exactly and kept 
in Jewish Temples and 
passed from one 
generation to the next 
generation.  Each King of 
Israel used to receive his 
personal copy of the Bible 
and the Jewish Priests 
had copies.  Eventually 
the Jews collected the 
writings of Moses, The 
Books of History, The 
Books of Poetry and the 
Books of the Prophets.



The Masoretes

The Masoretes were a 
group of Jewish writers 
who lived in Israel from 
about 500 to 1,000 A.D.  
Their job was to write 
copies of the Old 
Testament.  They were 
very careful to copy 
exactly, not make any 
mistakes and not add 
their own ideas.



The Masoretes

They counted every word in 
the book and wrote the 
number of words at the end of 
the book.  When the next 
person copied it they had to 
count the words and if the 
number of words were wrong 
that copy would be thrown 
away.

They also counted the middle 
word in each book and wrote 
that at the end of the book.  If 
the middle word in the 
original and copy did not 
match, the copy was thrown 
out.



The Masoretes

After the copy was written 
another scribe would check 
it and count the words and 
check the middle word.  If 
there was a mistake that 
copy would be thrown out 
and they started over again.  

The Masoretes also 
wrote how many times 
certain words were 
written in one book.  If 
the scribe checking the 
book found that word 
was used fewer or lessor 
amount of times, the 
copy of the book would 
be thrown out.



The Masoretes were so very careful about copying the 
books of the Old Testament because they believed 

them to be the Word of God!



The Dead Sea Scrolls

In 1947-1948 many books of 
the Old Testament and other 
Jewish history were found in a 
cave near the Dead Sea in 
Israel.  These are called “The 
Dead Sea Scrolls.”  There were 
more than 40,000 pieces of the 
Old Testament books written 
on parchments, including the 
entire Old Testament except 
the Book of Esther.  These 
books of the Bible written in 
Hebrew. 

July 22, 2012 Footer text here18



The Dead Sea Scrolls
Among the Dead Sea Scrolls a 
complete copy of the Book of 
Isaiah was found that was written 
in 125 B.C.  It was more than 
2,000 years old!  When they 
compared the copy of The Book 
of Isaiah written in 125 B.C. with 
a copy written in 900 A.D. (over 
1,000 years later), the books were 
95% the same.  This means that 
The Book of Isaiah we have today 
is the same as the Book of Isaiah 
that was written in 125 B.C.  The 
accuracy is 95%.

July 22, 2012 Footer text here19



Mistakes in the Bible?

You might say if the Bible is accurate 95%, what about the other 5%?  Does that 
means the Bible is not 100% accurate as the Word of God?  The mistakes in the 
Bible, both the Old Testament and New Testament are small and do not affect 
any doctrine or major teaching in the Bible.  The mistakes would be like spelling 
the name of a city or person wrong or adding a conjunction when there was not a 
conjunction.  These are simple errors that do not affect the accuracy of the Bible.  
Also, there are so many copies of the Bible we can compare one ancient copy 
with another ancient copy and find which word is the correct word.  If you read 
this document you might find typing mistakes.  However, I’m sure that the 
typing mistakes will not affect the primary teaching in that sentence or 
paragraph.  This is the same with the mistakes in the Bible, they are small, 
insignificant mistakes.



The New Testament
1. The New Testament was written 
in the Greek Language from 
between 44 AD and 96 AD. 

2. The 27 books in the New 
Testament are letters from one 
Apostle to a group of Christians in a 
city. 

3.  When the church received the 
letter from Paul, Peter, James, John, 
Matthew, Mark or Luke, they would 
copy it and send it to other churches.

July 22, 2012 Footer text here21



The New Testament

4.   Like in the Old Testament, the average Christian did not 
have a Bible.  They had to go to the Jewish Temple or local 
church to read the copy.  Many Christians made their 
personal copies .

5.  The original letters are gone, but we have more than 5,700 
pieces of all the letters in the New Testament. 

6.  When we check one copy with another one from copies 
from 200  AD up to today we discover that the New 
Testament is like the Old Testament and is the same as it was 
when the Apostles wrote it under the inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit.

July 22, 2012 Footer text here22
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Translations of the Bible

You will notice that there are many translations of the Bible.  In Cambodia 

we have three translations of the Bible.  In English there are hundreds of 

translations.  Why do we have different translations of the Bible?  Are all 

of them the Word of God?

1. We translate the Bible from one language to another for people who do 

not have a Bible in their language.

2. We have many translations of the Bible in one language because of 

different levels of education.  Some translations use simple words and 

some use more difficult words.

3. We have different translations because some translations are more 

accurate to the Original Hebrew and Greek than other translations.



July 22, 2012 Footer text here24

STRICT TRANSLATIONS EASY-TO-READ TRANSLATIONS

These kinds of translations are close to 

the Original Hebrew and Greek but 

usually have more difficult words and is 

not easy to read.  

These kinds of translations are still the 

Word of God but are not as close to the 

original translation as the others 

translations.  However, they are very 

easy to read.

We can use an Easy-to-Read Translation or a Strict Translation and still receive 

the Word of God.  However, if we are interested in digging deeper in the Word of 

God we will need to learn how to study.  In this seminar we will teach you how 

to dig a little deeper into the Word of God by using 

resources to bridge four gaps.  



July 22, 2012 Footer text here25

There are two ways for people to 

translate when a foreign person is 

teaching.  

1. If the translator translates every word of 

the teacher exactly as the teacher speaks, 

sometimes the translation doesn’t make 

sense.  

2. The translator must choose the best word to 

translate the idea that the foreign teacher 

is saying to make the most sense to the 

listeners.  This is the challenge of 

translating a document or a speaker.



July 22, 2012 Footer text here26
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CHINESE TRANSLATION 

OF THE BIBLE

600s by Catholic

1811 Book of Acts

1814 New Testament

1819 Full Bible

KHMER TRANSLATION OF THE 

BIBLE

1899 Book of Luke by Catholics

1954 by Arthur Hammond (Took 

30 years)

1985 Khmer Standard Bible

1993 New Testament

1997 Full Bible



When the Gospel first comes to 
a country or people group who 
have no Bible, usually one of 
the first thing the evangelist 
does is to start translating the 
Bible into their language. The 
evangelist or missionary does 
this because he knows the 
power of the Word of God to 
change lives and change a 
nation!


